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I. introduction 
Let G be a t’tnite group arid consider a free presentation of G with the rank @‘) 
of F finite: 
Then R is tjnittly generated and E = &‘[I?, RI is a K-module via coniugation in F. 
Such a module R is called a rdatimr nmdule. Consider the collection of ail short ex- 
act sequences of the form 
with A an abelian group. This collection forms a category_ which will-be denoted by 
(g ). The following short exact sequence isan object in (k); it will be writ ten as 
(RF): 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the relationships between two such objects 
and two such relation modules. 
Consider another free presentation of G: 
Suppose that r(F) # r(F1 ). Then by Schreier’s formula for the number of generators 
of subgroups of free groups [ 111, r(R) # r(R& hence RI f: E and therefore 
(g IF) j, (RI !!Fl). The questions remain of whether or not when r(F,) = r(F), 
(K IF) and (K 1 F l) are isomorphic and R t and R are isomorphic as ZG-modules. 
Note that, since both & and a are free abelian of the same rank, they are clearly 
isomorphic as abelian groups. 
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A relation module is called nuhirrtul when it comes from a presentation where 
fir;‘) = d(G) (the minimal number of generators of G). Let the presentation rank of 
G, pr{G). bc the f-rank of any minimal relation module (see Section 3). The main 
results of this paper are the following two theorems. 
In particular, since for any finite group G, pr(G) 3 0. the conclusion ot‘ Theorem 
3.5 hoids for r(FI) 2 d(G) + I and of Theorem 4.9 frjr r(F,) 2 d(G) + 2. At present 
it IS unknttwn w!lethcr or not there is 3 group G with two fret presentations of rank 
cl(G) + 1 which induce non-isotnorphic objects. Such a group, however, cannot be 
soluble 13) or be a group such that pr(G) > 0. Note that by some unpubtished work 
by K.W. Gruenbcrg, there do exist groups with pr(G) > 0. In particular. if G is a 
finite perfect group, then there exists an integer t such that the direct product of 
PI copies of G has pr(q G) > 0. For the alternating roup on five symbols this num- 
ber is known to be twenty and so pr(Xf” AS) > 0. However. for r(F) = cl(G). counter- 
examples are given by the foIlowing two results. For the definition of Xn, cf. the be- 1 
ginning of Section 5,. 
Proposition 5.3. tet G be the direct product of rt copies of the cyclic group of or&v 
p. If p is an odd prim numt~~, theft the number of equivalence classes in Z,(G) is 
$@ __ 1): if p = 2, thr! wtnber of*equivalmce lasses irt Z,(C) is I . 
Th~~re is another example due to Joan Landman-Dyer 19). Let G be the central 
extension of 3 cyclic group of order 25 by a direct product c,f cyclic groups of r~rder 
25 and 625, given by the: two presentations 
G=(A.B1855=R54A-~3=A2~ [&Al = I>, 
G = tc, Did5 = D2*s4cJ3 = c25 p2. c] = 1). 
Lilt (R/R’1 F/R’) and ($/S’iF/S’j be the objects associated with the presentations 
derived from the mappings f : X c-* A and Y * B, and g : X r+ C and Y cl+ I). Then 
F/R’ 9 F/S’, and hence (R/?/F/I?‘) + (S/S’/ F/S’,. 
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For relation modules, however, the only remaining question concerns the case 
r(F) = d(G). It is unknown whether there is an example where there are two non- 
isomorphic minimal relation modules. However, by Proposition 5.3, there is a unique 
minimal free object for ati C’* or @; Cs for any positive integer. For (;;n there is clearly a 
unique minimal relation module. By some unpublished work of K.W. Roggenkamp, there 
is a uniqueminimal relation module if there exists a minimal relation module R with .._. 
d(G) = ~G(R), i.e. the minimal number of generators of R as a ZG-module is equal 
to the minimal number of generators of G. Also, by Theorem 3.5, any two minimal __. 
relation modules Ri (i = i, 2) satisfy j?f 9 ZG 2 & u ZG, and so by Jacobinski’s can- 
cellation theorem 181, whenever aminimal relatioi module satisfies the Eichler con- 
dition and ZC is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of the relation module, 
then there is a unique minimal relation module. These conditions are satisfied when- 
ever pr(G) > 0, e.g. (X~‘A,), and also for the groups PSL(2, p) with p a prime 2 5, 
and Sn, with rr any number > 5. The case pr( C) > 0 can also be seen from Theorem 
3.5, but such a group does satisfy the above conditions: for by [t;, pp. 267,270), 
4(G) = I or 2 implies that a minimal relation module has no projective direct sum- 
mand and hence, by Lemma 3.3, pr(G) = 0; therefore pr(G) > 0 implies d(G) 2 3 
and then Q et R 2 Q 9 (QC~@’ , w h ere d(G) -- 1 > 2 implies that the endomorph- 
ism ring of Q gz E satisfies the Eichler condition. while Emma 3.3 implies that ZG 
is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of R. The case for the groups PSL(L,p) 
and S, of that Ei&ler condition follows from the remark of Swan [ 13, p. 179) that 
if a group G does not have one of several spec~d listed groups a~ homomorphic 
image, then every module satisfies the EichIcr condition. The fact that, for the groups 
PSL(2.p) and S,, ZG is 3 direct summand of 3 direct sum of copies of R (i.e., that 
Rx is a generator [ t 21) will appear in another paper (or see [ 1 S f ). 
The work for this paper was carried out while 1 was reading for a Ph.D. in Queen 
Mary College, University of London, with financial support from the Science Re- 
search Council. 
I am greatly indebted to Professor K.W. Cruenberg for suggesting this topic and 
supervising my researc ties. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section there is a short summary of the theory of extension categories, 
developed by Gruenberg in 161. 
Denote by (g) the category of extensions with abelian kernel. The objects of(g) 
are short ex?ct sequences of groups and group homomorphisms with the kernel A an 
abelian group: 
l-4 -+k!+G+l. 
Such a sequence will be denoted by (A IL’). A morphism in (c) from (A IE) to 
(A 1 lEl) is a pair of group homomorphisms u g) such that the following diagram 
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commu tcs: 
The abelian group A is made into a Wmodule via conjugation in E. if V; g) is a 
morphism in @), then f’is a W-module homomorphism; f is an injective (respectiv- 
ely surjective) homomorphism; and cf: g) is a m&morphism (respectively epimorph- 
ism) in (c) if and only if fis an injection (respectively surjection) in Mod,. 
Given a free presentation of G, 
l-+R-+F-+G+1, 
then the following is an object in e). where R’ is the derived group of R: 
i ~R/R’-,F/R’-+G+ L 
Such an object is denoted by @ I&‘). The module R is called a relation module. The 
object (E IF) is a free object in (k’j and any free object in g) must have this form. 
Let d(G) be the minimal number of generators of G. Then a presentation iscalled 
minimal if r(F) = d(G), and in this case (R IF) is called a minimal free object and 
E is called a minimal relation module. 
Given an extension (A tE) in (“-1, then E corresponds to an element of the second 
cohomdogy group of G with coefficients in A ) denoted by H*(G, ~4). ‘The functor 
#(G, -) : Mod G -+ abelian groups is an additive covariant functor which vanishes on 
projective ZG-mod&es. If f : A -+ A’ is a Z-module homomorphism, then 
#(G, fi : H*(C, A) + H2[C, A’) is den* .c;! Sy f*. Denote by & the category of 
#(G, -)-pointed modukc. ‘Se objects are pairs (A, x), where A is a Z-module and 
x E I!*(G, A )_ A morptis 
such that xf * = ? 
(~4, X) -+ (B, JJ) is a ZG-module homomorphism f : A 4 
Y. Then t{.le corresponden$e b :tween extensions of A by C and ele- 
ments of H2(C, A j defines a functor r : 6) --) 2~; fIA IA!?) = (A, x), where x is the 
element of@(C, A ) corresponding to E and I”($ g)= 1. lhis functor has the follow- 
ing properties: 
(i) every object in Qc has the form J‘(A IE) for some (A 16’) in (6’); 
(ii) every morphism in QG is the image of a morphism in (5); 
(iii) V; g) is a monomorphism (respectively epimorphism) in (5) if and only if f= 
i3_#; g) is a monomorphism (respectively epimorphism) in &; and herxe 
(iv) if I$4 IQ = (A, x) and r(B1D) = (B, JJ), then (A IE) is isomorphic to (BID) if 
and only if (A, x) is isomorphic to (8, v). 
SupposC~~:At@A*-*Ai(i= 1,2) are the natural projections; then the isomorphism 
.y2(G, A 48 f3) 2 H2(G, A) BB H2(G, R) is given by z * (z~t, tp3). Using this, it is 
easy to show that the category & has products and that the product (A, x) n (B, y) 
is the object (A Q B, (x, y)). 
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The functor l’ thus reduces aproblem on extensions to a problem on modules, 
provided that the module homomorphisms are restricted only to those satisfying the 
additional condition that elements of the second cohomology groups are mapped in 
the right way. 
Let F, be a free group,f : F, + C an epimorphism; let Fz be any other free group 
and denote by tr the trivial map F2 + G, i.e., (w)tr = 1, for all elements w in F2. De- 
note the free product of F, and F1 by F, a F2 with natural injections jl and jz. 
lhen there exists a unique map f + tr : F, * F2 + C such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
G G= c 
Since fis an epimorphism, so is f * tr. Similarly, define tr * /r: F2 + F, + G. A theo- 
rem due to Lyndon [ 10) gives the following. if I + Ri + F,A G + 1 (i = 1,2) are 
two free presentations of a group C, then there exists an automorphism fof F1 * F2 
such that the fallowing diagram commutes: 
f-1 * “s 
1-S -F, *Fz ----+C ----+I 
I I 
/Is f 
I 
I 
1-T -F, *F, TG--lP 
where S and Tare the kernels of fi * tr and tr + fi8 respectively. The same 
p” 
per. of 
Lyndon has a theorem which proves t$.at as ZG-modules s z RI B) (ZG)6 2) and 
‘T = Rz ils ZGNFl), where, if M is a i&module, M”i d&otes the direct sum of a cop 
pies ofM. These two theorems uggest the following proposition. 
Po~oQibion 2.1. If’& 1 pi) (i = 1, 2) ure two free objects in (c), then 
(& 4 ZGw2)IFT2) 3 (& ZCfiFl)IF1 * F2). 
Roof. LA?t he projections associated with the free objects (Ri IPi) be fi: (i = 1,2). 
Consider the objects (gl FI l F2) and (TI F, - TFz) with projections fi l tr and tr a fi, 
respectively. By Lyndon’s theorem, there exists an automorphism f of F, * F2 such 
that (fi + tr) =fltr l f2) and this f induces a homomorphism 7: F, * F2/[S, S] 
+ Fl * F2/[ T, fi which is clearly an epimorphism. But since Sf = 7’, [S, 
7 is also a monomorphism. Hence @Is, 7) is an isomorphism in 6), 
S] f = [T, 17, 
f Let 1 + R -+ Fd G --* I be a minimal presentation of G. Let F,t he a free group 
of rank IZ 2 0. Define a presentation 
1 ----- Rl’rz ) -=-----+ F(n) -~~-1 
1 - R(N) ------+F*F,tf*V +G -- I ; 
then by the theorem in Lyndon’s paper R3n) % E 4, ZG’*. These free objects 
($!@)I FT)) wi!l be considered as standurd jkee objects of rank d(G) + 11. 
3. Relation modules 
Let z,,, denote the localization of 2 at the prime ideal (p) and let ZfP,G and M,,, 
denote Z(,, ez ZG and Z,,! I M, respectively. Define the f-rank of A$,,) with respect z 
to Z,,,G as the supremum of all the integers r such that (Z,P,G)’ is a direct summand 
ofM cPI (see e.g. IIT ch. IV] ). Define the frank of M with respect o ZG as the infinum 
of the set uf integers rP such that rP =$rank of MtP, with respect o Z(,,G. 
Definition 3.1. Let R be a minimal relation module of the f”rnite group G. Define 
pr(G), the presentation rank of G, as the frank of R with respect o ZG. 
Lemma 3.2. The presentutiw~ rank of G is wel1-dejh.i. 
Proof. Lc t ?? be any other minimal relation module and let (I-81 p ) and (.!? 1fi’ ) be the 
associated free objects. Then by P;oposition 2.1, 
(8. @ ZfyP; by21 ” /i^’ ,:, L(yFl -T+---- 
7 - \a ir;*n. 
and therefore, for each prime p, 
8ut Z, ) is a 10~31 ring and hence. by the semi-local ring oancellation theorem ( f 1, 
p. 168p or f S 5, p. 1761 Jz M cb Z,,,G 2 N cfi Z&,G implies M 2 N. Hence, by induc- 
tion,R 25s 
IP) tpI. Therefore, the j-rank of R,,, with respect o Z,,)G = f:rank of 
s(p) with respect to i$,G, and hence the f-rank of R with respect o ZG = the 
f-rank of s with respect o ZG. Hence pr(G) defined with respect o s = pr(G) de- 
fined with respect to iT. 
Remark. Two modules &I, N such that M(,, 
tltc sum gtv’tus and we write M v N. 
2 NtPI for aI1 primes p are said to be irt 
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Roof. SiqplSC R = /f c!; 
is ;1 projective Z,,, 
R where B is 3 nc~Lero projective ZG-module. Hence !$I 
G module such that 13 (pl d 2 Q 2 ( QG)t for some t, whence B(.,, 
is a free i!!,,,G module f 14, Theorem 2.2 1. p. 36). Therefore, R 
direct summand and so the Jirank of fI is 
(P) has Z,,,G as a 
2 1. Consequently, the j+.mk of K is >, 1, 
i.e., pi(G) Sa 1. 
Now suppuse pr(G) > 0. By the definition of pr(G), ZG is locally a direct sum- 
mand of R. Hence there exists 3 module I in the same genus as ZG such that I is a 
dircc t summand of # 114. p. 1 13) and I is projective. 
Now consider sny Wtely generated presentation of G. 
Roof. Since P,ru, 2 P “ZQ 2~ (QG)’ for some t > 0, P is f&hful. By a theorem of 
Gaschiktz (see e.g. 16, p. 2721 or 141). &&, “- Q s+ QG”“3-’ with Q having the tri- 
-rCF)-r- 1vial G-module strut ture. Hence A to, 2 Q $2 QG . 
suppose r(F) = 1 + t. Thct\ 44,(-J, 2 Q. Since A is torsion-free as 3 Z-module, A 
embeds in ,+I ( o,. Hence A is 3 r;mk one zlbelian group. but A is finitely generated and 
SO A 2 Z and the ZG-module structure 1s triviqil. Now lIL(Gr A) 2 Z/iGiZ (by (6, 
Proposition 4 ‘1 p. 2 - 5 S, 1; therefore I12(G, Z) 2 Z/iG/Z. But tJ2(G. Z) 2 G/S’ (by the 
universal coeff‘lclcnt heorem for &omalogy; see e.g. 16, p. 491): therefore /G/G’1 
= iC\, i.e.. G’ = I and G is cyclic, which contradicts the hypothesis. He:xc 
rC:F) - (Ir + I) > 0 and FI,~, 2 (Q f~ (QG)“‘l-fW”) * QG. Then Atgp = 0 implies 
(QG)x = 0, and hence x = 0, i.e., A is a faithful module. Hence also R is a faithful 
module. 
‘I’korem 3.5. Let RI arrd & be rdatiwl modules larising from free prescntatiorw uf 
the same rank r. 17~1 I 3 rtm {d(G) + 1 - pr(G), d(G)) implies RI is isomorphic to 
E2 as ZG-modules. 
Roof. Let (& IFI ) and (k&) be the free objects which give rise to R, and R2, 
respectively. Suppose first that G is cyclic. Then by [3], for r > 1 there is a unique 
(up to isomorphism) free presentation of rank r. Hence (RI IF, ) 2 @,I &) and so 
8, 2 R,. But obviously R, has no projective direct summand, so that &G) = 0. 
(Note, however, that for I =. i, R l 2 Z and R, s Z; hence for a cyclic group even 
the minimal relation modules are ison1orphic.j Now let G be a non-cyclic group. Let 
n = I - d(G). It is enough to prove & 2 &!!) for i = 1,2. (For the definition of 
R(n) see the end of Section 2.) So it is enough to consider only the case i = 1. IBy 
Proposition 2.1, R, r~) ZGfiF1) 2 R-j f~ ZG”@l). But R(n) 2 R 6r (ZG)” and 
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R 2 A Q P, where P is in the same genus as (ZG)prO (cf. e.g. 114. p. 1 1 S] ). Hence 
P is a pwjwtive module (since there exists an integer -1 with Pr’ 2 (ZG)” pr((‘) (see 
e.g+, [ 14, p. 1141) and firank of P = p@)). Hence I@) 2 A 4, (P d (ZC)“) and the 
f-rank of P Q ZGn is > p@T) + IZ = pr(<G’) t r(F1) - d(G) 2 1. Hence P B, @CT)” is a 
nonzero projective W-module. By Lenma 3.4, A and P e ZGn arc faithful modules. 
Also, ZG is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of P ry, ZG” and hence of 
A 4 P e ZG”. Then by the Swan-Dress cancellation theorem [ 14, p. 1751, these con= -e 
ditions imply_t_hat wherever R(n) I ZGs ;?r E 1. -.... __ 
f* R 1 and R(n) s R<. Therefore fiy GS E,. 
IS, ZG’, then RF) zz R? . Hence R(rr) 
Proof. Since pr(G) 2 0, 
Proof. if pr(G) > 0, then &Gl;t 2 cl(G) - pr(G) t 1 and if F, maps onto (;, then 
dF* ) 2 d(C;). 
3. Cancellation theorem 
i.e., 
(R r 18 Z(-yl), ---- (K, 0 j) =” (R(N) * ZGtiF1 ), (y(n), 0)). 
_- - 
where Q$ I&) = (RI, X) and QR(n)l F(n)) = #@&y(n)). Hence 
(i?,, x) a (ZG@l), 0) 2 {R3), y(n)) A (ZC”“I’, 0). 
if it were possible to prove a cancellation theorem in & for objects of the form 
(P, 0) where P is a projective ZG-module, then (R(n), y(n)) would be isomorphic to 
@,. x). This section is devoted to showing that Bass’ cancellation theorem for mo- 
dules over ZG can be extended to objects in the category & (see [ 11). 
4. Gwdiarion theorem 211 
P- 
jections and injections. Then for t G i, k < n, Hom(Mi, ~%fk) w End M by f ++ Pi fjk . 
Denote the image by Hike IffE kJ,.*k ffik, then I d id +f is an automorphism ofM. 
Denote by E(&f,, . . . . iIf,J the subgroup of Aut M generated by all id tffor 
fE &&.k (see 1 1 ] ). Given a X-module ,.. , w an element 4of M is said to be unimodular 
if the submodule generated by a is isomorphic to ZG and M 2 N d a ZG for some mo- 
dule N. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M ajrd Q be non-zero modules and supptrse Q is a projective Z&no- 
dule. Let M, = M * Q ajld IetIEE(P.f, Q), then f * = id : f$(G, Al,) + H*(G, M,). 
Ptoof. Let the natural projection and injection maps be as in the diagram 
Since cfg)* = f * p. it is enough to consider only generators of &If, Q). Then there 
are two cases. 
Case I. Let f = 1 + g, where g = pMhjQ and tr E Hom(M, Q). Since k&C, Q) = 0, 
It* : #(G, M) -+ H2(G, Q) is the trivial map. Hence 
f’=(l tR)*= 1 tg*= I +(pMhjQ)*= I tpM*h*jQ*= 1. 
Case 2. Let J’= I + K, where K = p. h' jM and h’ E Hom(Q. M). Similarly (h’)* is 
_ the trivial map and .f’* = 1 
: i 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose (M LA u ZG, x3 ) = (W rh h ZG, x3), wlrere a and b are uniezwdplur 
elements ofM cb a ZG und the f-ra& of M is 2 2, 7Ren there exists an f f E(M, ZG) 
such that a f = b and f’ : (M p a ZC, x3) -c (3 Q b ZC, x3) is u morphism irz Qc_ 
Proof. Since (ZG)2 is locally a direct srlmmand of M, then M has a projective direct 
summand offrank > 2. Hence by Bass’ cancellation theorem [l , Theorem 3.4, p. 183) 
there exists a homomorphism fEE(M, ZG) such that u f = 6. But by Lemma 4.1, 
f l = id, i.e. x3 /* = x3, and the lexruna follows. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 
Mi 
ij 
,-_?M, eM2 (i= 1,2) 
pi 
be the natural maps. Then 
are murphisms in 2~ and jr pt = id on the object (M, , X, ). 
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Roof. By definition of (x1 , Oh (xl , O)pt = x1 ( and hence p1 is a morphism in 2~. 
Consider x1 i$. Then 
(q jf)Pf = 0 ~i~;pfj=X1t&p,)* =x1 id*=+ 
Ix, if)Pz * = x+qpf) =x+& p2j* = x,(o)* = 0. 
Hence x I if is that eletnen t of H” (G, M, + M,) which maps under t,he projections 
pi, Ft to q and 0. respectively, i.e., by defi&tion, q if = (x,. 0). Therefore, jl : 
(Ml. x1 j --c (M, 6 M, , (xl, 0 j is a morphism in &. By definition, il pl = id on hf t 
as a module, hence ii p1 = id on (M, , .q ). 
Rem&. Since i , is a monomorphism in ModG, i I is a monomorphism in QG’ and, 
similarly, p1 is an epimorphism in (&. , 
hmf. Let the isomorphism be given by 1: and let c = bf’-i and A$ = S, f-*. Then 
c’ is unimodular in M and 
The composite&, gfp,+p, is a morphism in 2~ : (Ml, x1 ) + (A$, y,). An elementary 
computation shows that this map as a module homomorphism : M, -+N, is an iso- 
morphism. Hence it is an isomorphism in (LG. 
Rem&, A trivial induction wc.,uid now give the cancellation theorem for any finitely 
generated free module. However, for projective tnodules of finite rank, one additional 
lemma is required. 
Proof. let f : (Ml, xl ) 4 (M2, x2) be the g&en isomorphism. Define (J id) : M, e MS 
+M2 * M, by (q , m3 ) (I‘, id) = (q ft m3 ). Then clearly (J id) is a module isomor- 
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(M,. “* ) n cu. 0) 2 (M,, x2) n (P, 0) 
Proof. Since P is a finitely genelzed projective module, there exists a finitely gener- 
ated projective module Q such that P* Q 2 (Z(# for some t. Then by L,anma 4.5, 
implies 
i.e.. 
(Mt. .~r ) A (ZtY, 0) 2 (M2, x,)) n ((ZCj’, 0). 
Since the f-rank of MI 3 2, theFrank of (Mt cf, ZGE) ;3s 2 for all s 2 G. Hence by 
bmma 4.4, I 
(M, fFb zwi, (X1,O))“(M~ * Zr;‘-‘,(r2*~)). 
Induction on t now yields (M,, x, ) z (Al,, x, ). 
i c 
--..,-. v- 
cOr&ty 4.7. Slrppow R(FI) hus jhnk 2 2 and (R I, x I )* (R(n), x(n)) we as in the -_ 
comments ut the beginning of this section. ‘iTr?en (R 1 , x t j 2 (R(n), x(n)). 
.-....“-~ 
Proof. (8,. XT n (ZGdFrr, 0) z (R(n), x(n)) n (ZG’“t I, 0). Hence by Theorem 4.6, 
(RI. x1 )2f ma xw. 
Corollary 4.8. Suppmc I(F, ) 3 max {d(G) + 2--p(G), d(G)) tM (@I iF1) is 4 fi;ee 
object of tank t(F& Let (R IF) be a minimal ftee object and let n = ~F1 j - d(G). 
Then (& 1 F, ) sz (R(%“IC;(n)). 
Proof. By definition of pr(G), Ei’ has (ZG)p’(c;) as a local direct summand and hence -v 
has a projective direct summand offlrank = pr(G), i.e., i? = A e f? Now R(n) = 
R @ ZG”, hence R(n) = A QB (P B ZG*); therefore the /:rank of R(n) is 3 pr(C) + II. 
Suppose r& IF, ) = @ ), x) and r(R‘-;Tn)l&T))= (R(n), x(n)). Then by Proposition 
2.1 and applying the functor I’, with r(F1 ) = t, 
(RT) e ZG’, (x(n), 0))3@, e ZGr, (x1, 0)). 
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But the Frank of R%> is 2 pr(G) + n = pr(G) + flF, )_ - d(G) 3 2. Hence by Corsllary 
4.6, (E, , x1 ) 2 (k!). x(n)). Hence (R?)iF(n))” (R, IFI ). 
Remarks. The only properties of I@($, -) that are used are that it is a functor pre- 
serving direct sums and that it vanishes on ZG. These properties are also satisced by 
N”(G, - ) for all II 3 I. 
Also Bass’ theorem is valid in the much mure general situation as follows. Let R 
be a commutative ring such that the maximum spectrum of R IS a noethcrian space 
and a disjoint unit,n of* a finite number of subspaces. each of dimension < cl. Let A 
be a finite &algebra. Then 1 f e Theorem 3.4, p. t 83) reads: 
This allows a generalization csf Theorem 4.9 ta the fotlowing situation. Let R, d, 
A be as abuve. Let C be a full subcategory uf M&d closed under direct sums, in 
which a morphlam is an isomorphism if and only if it is both a monomorphism and 
an epimorphisln, and such that C contains A and if P is a finitely generated projective 
A-module in II, then there exists a finitely generated projec-tive A-mc.&le P’ in c 
such that P 4, P’ 2 A” for some n. Let 7’ be any additive functor from c to abelian 
groups uch tha: T(d ) = 0. Def+, s c..rqgory 7 of Qointed modules as the category 
whase objects art pairs {u, x). where H E C and x kE T(H), and whose nrorphisms are 
murphisms / : B -+ 13’ in C such that if T is cavariant, then x Ilf) = x’, and if 7” is 
contravariant, hen X’ ?V) = X. men, if (C, X) E T with C having a fmitely generated 
projective direct summand of f-rank 2 d + I and P is a finitely generated projective 
module in C, then (C * P, (x, 0)) 2 (B tb P, Cy. 0)) implies (C, X) 2 (B, v). 
5. Number of minimal free objects 
Let Fbe a free group of rank 11. Let G be a finite group. Let X,(G) denote the 
set of all epimorphisms of F to G. Define an equivalence relation W on Z,(C) by 
f-g if there exists an automorphism it ofFsuch that f= hg (see (31). Let a,(G) be 
the number af equivalence classes in CJG). Let FO, (G) denote a complete set of 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of free objects af rank 11 in (!?I, 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be II fmite group. T&err a,(G/G’) C the number of mm-iso- 
morphic free objects nfmnk n ZQ a,(G). 
Proof. Let (k I k ) be a free object and suppose 7’ is the associated epimorphism. If
p : F+ I”;iR’ is the natural projection, then pf is an element of Z,,(G) and p7 in- 
duces the object given by f . Hence there exists a set mapping C,(G) + FO, ((II) and 
this map is surjcctive. Suppose f - 8. Then by a similar argument as in Proposition 
2.1, they induce isomorphic free objects; hence the above mapping factors through 
the equivalence classes and, smce it is an epimorphism, the right-hand inequality fol- 
lows. 
Now suppose @ IF) is a free object in (c). Let p : F+ F/R’ be the natural pro- 
jection and let g be the epimorphism F -+ G. Then peE X,(C) and if h : G + G/G’, 
fjjf)h E X,(G/G’). This gives a set mapping of the set of all free objects of rank n to 
the set of equivalence classes in Zn(G,K’). This set mapping is surjective. For if 
4 E C,,(G/G’), then 4 lifts to an element f’o f X,(G) (see [ 51) and then finduces a 
free object in (c)which maps to (I under the given mapping. Now suppose (&I&) 
(i = I, 2) arc two isomorphic free objects. Then by defmition, there exists an iso- 
morphism 3 : FiRi + F,,R; such that gl = fgz, where gi : /5/R; + G are the given 
homomorphisms. Let il : G + G/G’. pi : F-t F/RI and f;: : F/R; + F/F’ be the natural 
projections. Notethat pt fi = pz & = the natural projection F + F/F’. Now finduces 
an isomorphism f : F/I;’ --* F/F’ and the maps ge h factor through F/F’, i.e., there --- 
exist homomorphisms_Q : F/F’ + G/G’ such that gi h = f;: 6%. NOW consider the --.-I. 
two msps gi h and 7 g2 k: 
-- _I -_1 
We have f g3 = gt h = fg2 h = f f2 g2 h = 1; f g2 h. But fI is an epimorphism and 
henceg+=f g7, i.e., the right-hand square commutes. Every automorphism of
F/F’ lifts to an automorphism of F, Hence there is the following commutative dia- 
gram: 
Prft 
F -F/F 
ii-Ill 
‘-G/Gt . 
qi P2f2 if gzh 
F --___+ F/F ,MGfG’ 
But PI /r g? = @I gl )h and p2 f2 g> = @2 g#= Hence @1 g@ - @2 g2M 
in E,(G/G’). Hence the sect mapping factors through FO, (C), and since it is an epi- 
morphism, the other inequality holds. 
Roof. Let u = (aI, a?. .)., cJ,j 1’ h e a asis hr G ;ts a vector space per F t> 
P’ 
where ( 1’ 
means the transpow Let P be a free group WI {_Q~. i =: 1, _.. n. If f E L,JG). then 
u = (Xt 1; . ..* _r, 1)’ is an ordered basis of G. Suppose w comes from the map 8. 
Then f*- g if and only if there exists a matrix P m GL,,(Z) such that v = 9 w, where 
P is the image of P under the mapping GL,,(Z) I* GLJFp) induced by the natural 
map 2 -+ F,. Let II be the image of G&,(Z) in k c = GL,,(FP ). Clearly X is transitive 
on the bases of G and f - g if and only if the corresponding bases of G are mapped 
one to the other by an clement of H. Sn the cquivalenue ~lasscs in I=,(G) are in 
WC-to-one correspondence with the orbits of ff on the bases of G, i.e.. with the L’O- 
sets of I{ in S. 
Let A be a matrtx in X such that the detcrmmant of A is I. Let B he any N X 11 
matrix over Z su& that R = A. Then there exists a matrix B’ in GLJZ) such that 
I? = S (cf. 12. Lemma 13, page 2191). Hence A = 6’ IS an clement of N. So the ker- 
nel of the dctermiyant map on X is contained in H. Then 
qx : PI) = ((det! ?F;; . (dct (H))). 
fJut de&V) is C~C!K of order JJ - 1, det(H) is cyclic of order 2 for p an add 
prime number. and det(X) = Bet(H) for p = 2. It can easily be seen that the 
bases of the form fku,, q, . . . . an ). where I G k 6 f (p .- i ). arc al1 inequivalent. So
*eY m.fst be a complete set of representatives of the orbits of Ii. 
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